WE BUILT IT. WE KNOW IT.

WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CHARGER, NOT ALL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES ARE CREATED EQUAL. AS THE OFFICIAL SERVICE, PARTS AND CUSTOMER CARE PROVIDER FOR THE DODGE BRAND, ONLY MOPAR® PARTS AND ACCESSORIES CAN ENSURE THE PROPER FIT, FINISH AND FUNCTIONALITY.

THAT'S BECAUSE THEY'RE ORGAIN EQUIPMENT ENGINEERED BY THE SAME PEOPLE WHO DESIGNED YOUR VEHICLE, WHICH MEANS YOU CAN PERSONALIZE YOUR RIDE WITH COMPLETE CONFIDENCE.

MOPAR IS ALSO MORE THAN PARTS AND ACCESSORIES. WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU PROTECT, MAINTAIN AND CARE FOR YOUR VEHICLE. OUR CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS ARE TRAINED TO KNOW YOUR VEHICLE BEST, AND OUR MOPAR EXPRESS CARE SERVICE DEPARTMENTS ARE SET UP TO GET YOU IN AND OUT QUICKLY FROM PARTS AND ACCESSORIES TO EXPERT SERVICE AND MORE.

ALWAYS BE SURE TO CHOOSE MOPAR. LEARN MORE AT MOPAR.CA.

WE BUILT IT. WE KNOW IT.
PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT. Protects vehicle’s cargo carpet.
A. DODGE BRAND LOGO. [82215157AB]
B. SRT® LOGO. [82215153AB]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Protects vehicle’s footwell carpet.
C. DODGE BRAND LOGO. [82215158AB – AWD]
[82215159AB – RWD]
D. SRT LOGO. [82215551AB – RWD SRT]

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS. Custom mats provide
resilience, comfort and durable channel to trap and protect your floor from wetness, salt, dirt, debris and grime. Removable logo. Charger mats. Set of four.
E. [82219019 – Chrome]
[82219020 – Black]

ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords, and gloves.
F. [82213499]

BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. Stainless steel pedal covers with Black rubber pads. No drilling required.
G. [82211154AB]

KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Handcrafted, customizable and professionally designed leather-trimmed interior options. Ask your retailer for more information.
H. [82212904]

ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel. Front guards feature Charger logo, which illuminates when front doors are open. Set of four.
I. [82214274AB]

DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel with laser-etched logo. Set of two.
J. [82212283]

SRT® LOGO. [82214273]

SRT HELLCAT® LOGO. [82215310AB]

CARGO TOTE. (1) Features snap-in dividers for modular storage and Dodge Brand logo.
K. [82208567AB]

TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS.
L. [82219019 – Chrome]
[82219020 – Black]

MOPAR® LOGO. [82215721 – Blue]
[82215722 – Silver]

BLACK SRT HELLCAT LOGO. [82214911]

WHEEL LOCK KIT. [82212567]

MOPAR CENTRE CAPS. Set of four.
[82212508]

20-INCH BLACK ENVY WHEEL. (Shown on cover).
[82212816]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers
by vehicle application. *(1) Properly secure all cargo.
HOOD PIN KIT. Includes no-scratch PVC-coated lanyards, maroon-grade stainless steel clips and Black or Chrome hood pin plates featuring the Mopar® identity.

- A. [82214260AB – Black]
- B. [82213241 – Chrome]

FULL VEHICLE COVER. Blocks UV rays, protects from pollutants and resists water. Features elasticized bottom edges at front and rear.

- C. [82212309 – CHARGER LOGO]
- D. [82214912AB – SRT HELLCAT® LOGO]
- E. [82215095 – DAYTONA LOGO]
- F. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Reduce wind noise and allow windows to be open even during inclement weather.

- G. [82212234 – REAR SPOILER]
- H. [82214753 – LED FOG LIGHTS] (1)
- I. [82212243AB – MOLDED SPLASH GUARDS]

HOOD PIN KIT. Helps protect the lower bodyside panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris. Set of two.

- J. [82212434 – MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS]
- K. [82215849 – DODGE BRAND LOGO] (Satin Black)
- L. [82215856 – DODGE BRAND LOGO] (Polished)
- M. [82214930 – CHARGER LOGO] (Satin Black)
- N. [82214929 – CHARGER LOGO] (Polished)
- O. [82214921 – SRT® LOGO] (Satin Black)
- P. [82214920 – SRT® LOGO] (Polished)
- Q. [82215526 – SRT® HELLCAT® LOGO] (Satin Black)
- R. [82215525 – SRT® HELLCAT® LOGO] (Polished)
- S. [82213250AB – LISCNCE PLATE FRAME KIT] (Satin Black)
- T. [82213249AB – LISCNCE PLATE FRAME KIT] (Polished)
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Your Dodge Charger + the Removable Roof Rack Kit + the Carrier of your choice = endless opportunities for adventure. Whether you’re headed to catch some waves or catch up with family, Mopar® rooftop racks and carriers help you bring what you want, wherever you’re going. Sport, bike and cargo carrier options from Mopar® let you bring – and have – it all.
A. ANTI-SWAY BARS. (1)
Help reduce side-to-side lean in turns for better handling and control. [P4510842]

B. MOPAR ® BLUE CALIPER COVER KIT.
Reduces brake dust and protects calipers from gravel and road debris while enhancing the appearance of your wheels. Set of four. [82213125]

C. SRT HELLCAT® BRAKE PACKAGE. (1)
Slotted lightweight rotors combined with Brembo ® calipers reduce rotating inertia and unsprung mass, improve brake cooling, and reduce fade. [77072382]

D. ENGINE COVER. (2)
Conceals wires and hoses to give your engine bay a clean look. For 5.7L HEMI® V8 engine. [82212224]

E. PAD AND ROTOR UPGRADE KIT .(1)
Slotted rotors prevent glazing and improve initial bite. Pads work to reduce brake fade. [P5160048]

F. COLD AIR INTAKE KIT .(1)
Helps provide horsepower and torque gains along with an aggressive sound. Includes all mounting hardware and a filter. See retailer for vehicle application.

G. MOPAR PERFORMANCE OIL FILTER. (1)
High-flow filter for 5.7L and 6.4L HEMI ® engines. [05038041AA]

H. BIG BRAKE KIT .(1)
Decreases stopping distance and delivers a firm brake pedal. Includes large rear calipers (2-piston) and pads, larger rotor 37.1 cm (14.6”), unique brake hose and dust shields. See retailer for additional part numbers.

I. PERFORMANCE BADGE.
Race-inspired design features Mopar® logo. [82214234]

J. LOWERING SPRINGS KIT .(1)
Delivers a measurable drop and cuts body roll for crisp handling, tight cornering and faster response. [P4510854]

K. PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION KIT .(1)
Features exclusive stainless steel INOX technology. Aluminum spring perches and thread design allow for easy, exact height adjustment and prevent wear. [P5155942]

L. SRT® SUSPENSION KIT .(1)
Improves control and handling including shocks, springs and torsion bars. [P5155435AD]

M. BATTERY CHARGER.
Continuously monitors your vehicle's battery charge level. [82213378AB]

N. REAR STRUT TOWER BRACE. (1)
Improves responsiveness during cornering, reduced front end dive, and improved body control. [P5155951AB]

O. FRONT STRUT TOWER BRACE. (1)
Minimizes flex during hard cornering and braking. Features Mopar logo. [P5155950]

P. SHOCK TOWER CAPS. (1)
Chrome caps replace factory Black plastic caps, providing a custom look. Sold separately. [77072464]

REMOTE START™
Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. This system communicates with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system (if equipped).